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100 Years of Birds 

Introduction 
by 

Ken Dance  

Mary Ann Vanden Elzen (left), Ken Dance (middle) and Josh Shea (right)   
Photo © Janet Dance 

Welcome to this “Special Edition” of the Lakeside Newsletter. This edition celebrates 100 
years of birds and birders at one of the most productive birding sites in the Region of Waterloo.  
 
In the photo above, you see the socially-distanced contributors to this newsletter.  
 
The date is March 5, 2021, and we are signaling “100” for the number of years since the first 
documented list of birds at what is now known as Lakeside Park. 
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The original idea to document changes in bird life at Lakeside Park started when Craig 
Campbell made me aware of Gerry Knechtel’s field notes which were housed in the Royal 
Ontario Museum’s (ROM) Department of Ornithology Archives.  
 
During two trips to the ROM archives in the early 1980s, I recorded highlights from Knechtel’s 
hand-written notes. These notes chronicled his visits to the area during the 1921 to 1947 period. 
At this time the landscape surrounding Shoemaker Pond was farmed and a few buildings 
housed the “Waterworks” infrastructure.  
 
A review of the Knechtel notes, relative to what many birders from the K-W Field Naturalists 
were reporting during the early 1980s, revealed that the change from farmland to City park, 
with suburban housing on the park margins, had resulted in extinction of a few iconic breeding 
bird species at the site.  
 
During the 1970s and ’80s, wildlife biologists across North America were beginning to monitor 
songbirds as indicators of environment quality. After all, in 1962, Rachel Carson had written 
Silent Spring which explained that human actions could alter bird populations to such an extent 
that in countless towns in America the voices of spring had been silenced.  
 
It occurred to me that the Lakeside Park area was one of the few places in the Region where 
both historical data and routine on-going observations of birds were documented in writing.  
 
So, in 1984, based on data from nine sources (12 observers), I prepared a cerlox-bound booklet 
called The Birds of Lakeside Park, Kitchener, An Annotated Account of Observations, 1921-
1984. At that time, 172 species of birds had been documented in the Lakeside Park area.  
 
As you will learn from text that follows, many more bird species have been recorded at 
Lakeside since 1984. At the present time, many new observers visit Lakeside specifically to 
bird watch and many send their findings to eBird. This facilitates almost automatic updates to 
the bird knowledge of the site and makes the information available to anyone having internet 
access.  
 
So why create this Special Edition? It is an opportunity to meld stories about the changes in 
landscape that affect birds and other wildlife, with interviews of keen birders who visit 
Lakeside frequently, with stories about interesting bird groups that can be seen routinely in the 
park.  
 
This Special Edition newsletter is a tribute to the dozens (if not hundreds) of birders who have 
recorded and shared their observations over the decades, and to the birders and photographers 
who are excited to continue their quest to learn and to enjoy Nature during a visit to Lakeside 
Park. 
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A Century of Birds and Birding 

At Lakeside Park 
by 

Ken Dance 

A long time ago, at a green patch located not far away, a young man eagerly raced down the 
slope, through the towering White Elms, toward the shore of Shoemaker Pond. Anticipation of 
what he would see, hear and smell drove him forward. It was the season of change when the 
flux between Winter and Spring was at its peak.  
 
Would blackbirds have returned yet? Would there be any open water with waterfowl feeding or 
courting? Would the Red-shouldered Hawk pair have returned from their wintering grounds in 
the U.S.? Would they scream at him in defence of their breeding territory? Would Ruffed 
Grouse flush from beneath his feet? Would the mucky soils around the pond release that 
familiar strong Spring musk? This was the quest and the source of anticipation and excitement 
that he felt.  
 
It was March 5, 1921 and Gerald W. Knechtel would document his visit to the “Waterworks 
Swamp” by means of a list of the birds he encountered during that visit. Waterworks Swamp 
surrounded Shoemaker Pond and the City of Kitchener’s drinking water utility system was 
located there.  
 
What did Gerry Knechtel see 100 years ago? Twelve species, including Northern Harrier 
(called Marsh Hawk then) and Ruffed Grouse. The grouse is long since extinct at this location.  
 
Read more about Gerry Knechtel on page 8. 

 
One hundred years later, wildlife photographers and birders 
congregate here on the same quest; they wonder what they will see 
and hear during a visit to Lakeside Park.  
 
The Spring migration of 2021 was particularly exciting since at 
least 3 species of warbler not previously recorded at Lakeside Park 
were seen and photographed by many observers. These species 
were Cerulean, Prairie and Prothonotary Warblers.  
 
All three species are rarely seen in Waterloo Region! The large 
number of very competent birders visiting Lakeside Park in May 
2021 may have played a role in these species being detected here.  
 
As of early August 2021, several dozen individuals have 
contributed bird sightings resulting in 1020 complete checklists 
being submitted to eBird for Lakeside Park. One hundred and 
ninety-three bird species have been documented so far. Lists of 
historical records submitted to eBird include those of Gerry 
Knechtel and Willard and/or Glen Schaefer which were retrieved 
by me, during the 1980s, from the Ornithological Department 
Archives at the Royal Ontario Museum in Toronto. 

 

Red-bellied Woodpecker is a 
species not historically found at 
Lakeside but with range expan-
sion it is moving north and now 

regularly observed. 
Photo © Scott Atkinson  
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As a result of the birding effort and the quality of habitat present here, Lakeside Park is among 
the Top Ten eBird Hotspots in Waterloo Region.  
 
The compelling benefits of submitting bird observations to eBird are several:  
(1) the information is available free of cost to anyone having internet access;  
(2) the postings are curated by local experts;  
(3) postings are updated on a daily basis;  
(4) the data base of observations is current, dynamic, and evolving;  
(5) eBird data are used by research scientists across the world to study patterns and trends in 
bird populations and distribution.  
 

For those who wish to access the Lakeside Park bird data on eBird click on this link: 
 
Alternatively, you can follow these steps: 
  
(1) Google eBird.org  
 
(2) The eBird.org/home page will appear.  
 
(3) Along the top of the eBird introduction page you will find the word Explore in blue script. 
Single left click on Explore.  
 
(4) The next screen will have Explore Regions on the right half of the screen. In the Enter a 
region oval, place the cursor just to the left of the word Enter and left click.  
 
(5) Type in the word Waterloo. Left click on the words Waterloo, Ontario, Canada that appear 
below the oval.  
 
(6) Recent eBird checklists for Waterloo will appear on the screen.  
 
(7) Move to the right side of the screen and scroll down until Top Hotspots is found. Scroll 
down through this list until Kitchener – Lakeside Park appears in blue script. Left click on 
Lakeside Park. If Lakeside is no longer within the Top 10, then click on More Hotspots and 
search for Lakeside Park.  
 
(8) The Lakeside Park page contains all species seen, most recent checklists submitted, a list of 
recent visits and Top eBirders at Lakeside by species and numbers of checklists.  
 
(9) To return to previous steps, go to the top of the page and click on the left pointing arrow 
near the top left of the page.  
 
Good luck exploring!  
 
 
 

https://ebird.org/canada/hotspot/L507096
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Landscape Changes as Illustrated on Air Photos 
by 

Ken Dance 
 

A series of air photos, which bracket the period 1930 to 2021, show clearly how the landscape 
surrounding Shoemaker Pond has been transformed over the century since 1921. 
 
Air photo #1, taken in 1930 (pg. 7), shows how the City ended at St. Mary’s Hospital and the 
lands to the north and west of the pond were farmland. The large dense trees surrounding the 
pond would have included tall White Elms in which the Red-shouldered Hawks might have 
nested. 
 
The Forwell Sand Pit was active to the east of Shoemaker Pond and the Forwell family has told 
us that turtles and swallows nested in the pit. So, at the time Gerry Knechtel was birding the 
area, it was a quite undisturbed rural landscape. 
 
Air photo #2, taken in 1955 (pg. 12), illustrates the presence of Belmont Ave., with “war time” 
housing. Lands to the west of Shoemaker Pond were still entirely farmed and a ring of dense 
tree growth still encircled the pond. 
 
By 1978 (air photo #3, pg. 16), the Lakeside Drive and Forest Hill subdivisions are completely 
established and no farmland remains in the Shoemaker Pond surroundings. Lakeside Park is 
well established with a Community Trail and extensive turf grass areas being present. The 
southern shore of Shoemaker Pond is no longer wooded. The former Forwell Sand Pit has not 
yet naturalized back to a treed habitat since periodic mowing occurred during the 1970s. 
 
The 2021 photo (pg. 28) shows that the former Forwell Sand Pit is now densely treed. The 
extent of mowed turf in Lakeside Park has been reduced, particularly to the south of 
Shoemaker Pond. The 2021 air photo shows more clearly how the naturalized areas have grown 
up in alder and willow shrubs which provide cover for wildlife. Plantings of trees, shrubs and 
wildflowers completed by the City, with the help of many volunteers, have stabilized the 
shoreline. They now provide cover and food which has attracted flocks of wintering and 
Autumn migrant birds such as American Goldfinch, Common Redpoll and several sparrow 
species. These areas are also of value to butterflies. 
 
During the past 100 years the habitat surrounding Shoemaker Pond has undergone tremendous 
change. Recent efforts led by the City of Kitchener’s Natural Areas Program have been 
effective in increasing habitat area and diversity, with the result that Lakeside Park continues to 
attract a great variety of bird species. As was the case in 1921 when Gerry Knechtel 
enthusiastically searched the area for birds, now hundreds of visitors to the Park enjoy the birds 
– whether casually or while searching diligently for rare migrants. The birds stop here because 
the landscape is inviting to them! 
 
 
Acknowledgement: Graphic presentations of the four annotated air photos were prepared by Janet Dance. 
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Lakeside Park 

‘Snapshot in Time’ 

A Rural 1930’s Landscape 
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Who Was Gerry W. Knechtel? 
by 

Mary Ann Vanden Elzen 

Lakeside Park has long been known as a local birding hotspot. It is impossible, of course, to 
know the names of all the people who ever birded there. But one person really does stand out. 
That’s because he left records – records currently housed in the Archives of the Ornithology 
Collection at the Royal Ontario Museum in Toronto. And that person’s name is Gerry W. 
Knechtel. 
 
An active birder during the first half of the twentieth century, his contemporaries described him 
as “a birding nut.” He lived on Ahrens St. in Kitchener. In those days few people could afford 
cars. But that didn’t deter him, or others, from accessing suitable habitats to satisfy their passion 
for birding. Gerry would sometimes join fellow naturalists to study water birds at Puslinch 
Lake. In good summer weather, they’d either bicycle there or walk from the Grand River 
Railway in Hespeler and Preston. In winter, though, they’d engage their passion closer to home. 
 
Gerry Knechtel was a founding member of the Kitchener-Waterloo Field Naturalists (now 
Waterloo Region Nature). The club was established in 1934, and Gerry, recognized as “the 
most ardent ornithologist of the area at the time,” was tasked with organizing the club’s first 
ever Christmas Bird Count. It was to be a real test of his mettle. 
 
The date was December 28, 1934. Dawn broke with overcast skies, winds from the east, and 
light but steady sleet. A truly miserable day to be outside counting birds! The party of eight set 
out. But it didn’t take long before the others found reasons to drop out. Gerry, however, walked 
all day recording his observations – from 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Further and longer than anyone 
else.  
 
But it was Lakeside Park, or “the Waterworks Swamp” as many knew it then, which was top-of
-the-list for him. In his 1922 notebook, Gerry states that, it, “along with the surrounding woods, 
thickets, fields, etc., has always been my favourite local bird-haven.” Back then, it was located 
“…just on the southern edge of the city and partly in the city and partly outside of it.” 
 
His field notes show that Gerry Knechtel visited the Waterworks Swamp over the span of 27 
years – between 1921 and 1948. He loved birds. He took pleasure in observing them, he trapped 
and banded them, he counted and recorded them – both for his own personal records and for 
official Christmas Bird Counts. 
 
Some specifics from his field notes at The Waterworks Swamp reveal that: 
• He recorded birds there during seven years in the 1920s;  
• on Mar. 5, 1921, (his first entry) he walked seven miles while birding at the Waterworks 

Swamp and other areas;  
• He banded birds there in 1923 and 1924; 
• In Nov. 1924, he trapped and banded many American Tree Sparrows there;  
• In the month of April 1925, he travelled to the Waterworks ten times, some days going 

twice, presumably to look for returning spring migrants;  
• In May 1942, he bicycled there to bird. 
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As this was his favourite birding destination, he doubtless visited the area on many more 
occasions than are noted in his journal. He likely introduced others to The Waterworks 
Swamp and would have told stories about it, spreading the word. 
 
But Gerry Knechtel’s Lakeside legacy goes much further than that. So many years ago, he 
was scanning Shoemaker Pond, and tromping the forest, swamp and fields surrounding it, 
thrilling to the sight of each bird he saw. His were the very first bird sighting records for 
Lakeside Park. And, crucially, these records were preserved. They became the baseline to 
which others could add. Building on and preserving these numbers provides data for valuable 
scientific analysis from which trends can be drawn and, if warranted, actions taken. 
 
Today, a century on, the records Gerry Knechtel made benefit us still.  
 
Note on sources: Information for this article is based on two sources: 
1) article “The Count” by Robert (Bob) Pickering and Wm. (Bill) Wilson in The Heron newsletter 1977-1978    
p.21-23, in Waterloo Region Nature fonds Region of Waterloo Archives 
2) notes taken by Ken Dance while researching Gerry Knechtel’s original papers in the Ornithology Collection 
at the Royal Ontario Museum.  
 
 

Black-crowned Night Heron exploring Shoemaker Pond in Lakeside Park.    
Photo © Scott Atkinson 
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“Water for the Dogs” and other Memories  

of Lakeside Park 
by 

Harold Russell 

In my childhood, “The 
Waterworks Bush,” as we 
called it, was about a fifteen 
minute walk from my home in 
Victoria Park neighbourhood. 
I'm sure that my first trips were 
family walks led by my great 
uncle, Frank Schantz, with 
whom I lived. Frank loved 
spotting birds. He had joined a 
Berlin Nature Study Club in 
1903. During the nineteen 
teens, he and his niece, 
Dorothy, who would be my 
mother, always awoke early 
during the month of May to 
identify warblers in the nearby 
park. In the 1930s, Frank was 
one of the founders of the 
Kitchener-Waterloo Field 
Naturalists club. The trails and fields around Lakeside Park were a great and convenient place 
to go birding and botanizing. 
 
In my collection are a set of winter photographs taken by my mother and her friend and 
neighbour, Viola Snyder. They show Uncle Frank and Viola's brother, Paul, on excursion to 
Lakeside Park on snowshoes and skis. In that simpler time, I can imagine them travelling most 
of the way by this means. The photos, however, are on tree-lined, snow-burdened country trails. 

A humorous moment is captured 
as Paul falls in his skis in deep 
snow and Frank enjoys the 
superiority of his snowshoes. In 
the distance we see wooded hills, 
split-rail fences, and fields later 
replaced by Greenbrook Drive. 
The clothes are not today's 
fashionable attire but layers of 
street-wear modified for enjoying 
a winter hike in the woods.  

 

Dorothy White (later Dorothy Russell) with her Uncle Frank Schantz circa 1918. 
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In my childhood days in the 1940s, some trips were driven by a different motive. Uncle Frank 
kept a Beagle hound as a hunting dog. When the Beagle was not on the hunt, he was my pet, 
Sport. Down Schneider Avenue, my friend, John Fuchs, also had a dog, Rex. Once Uncle 
Frank had shown us the way through the postwar subdivision, we often went on our own with 
our dogs. Even in the days before dogs-on-leash laws, giving your dog a free run in the woods 
was great fun. In addition to the "bottomless" lake, there was a wooded hill and a creek     
feeding out of the lake. On a warm summer's day, John's and my rallying cry was, "Water for 
the dogs!" And away we would trek. What better playground could a boy and his dog ask for? 
The wooded hill was perfect for childhood adventure games; local boys had erected quite 
splendid log "forts." 

I have always come back for a quiet moment, a walk along the trails with binoculars to see 
what I can spot on the pond. An urban wilderness close at hand, the pond edges alive with 
song and flight. My mother and her birding friends knew it well. You could always find robins 
sheltered in winter or warblers passing through in spring.  
 
After writing this, I returned one April day and had one of my best mornings birding in the 
park! 

 
 
Note: Photo courtesy Dorothy Russell photograph collection, Schantz/Russell Family Papers, University of Wa-
terloo Archives Special Collections. 

Young Harold Russell in 1947 with Great Uncle Frank’s binoculars. 
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Lakeside Park 

‘Snapshot in Time’ 

1955 
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Each May, at the height of spring migration, the sky, the 
trees, the water, and the tangles of undergrowth at 
Shoemaker Pond are aburst with the sights and sounds of 
warblers and other migrating birds. This bejewelled 
spectacle attracts avid birders and photographers of every 
sort. Written in 1958, the account below describes just such 
an experience by two avid birders at Waterworks 
(Shoemaker) Pond and the surrounding woods. 

Almost absorbed by the expanding City, the pond still lies 
within, aloof somehow, in spite of the grinding and 
hammering of construction activity on all sides.2  
 
As we3 come to it, we look down into a huge saucer of 
greenery, vivid in the rising sun. The whistling of cardinals and red-wings, the chatter of a 
catbird and the distinctive, penetrating song of the Warbling Vireo seem to reach and envelop 
us. Now the sun glints on the water and twittering Chimney Swifts above and the “witchity, 
witchity” of the yellow-throat in the reed growth invite us to explore the tangle of full-leaved 
trees and shrubs.  
 
With the green of the new May come the flashing yellows. We see the black-winged goldfinch 
undulating from tree to shrub and the completely yellow, Yellow Warbler emphatically 
greeting the morning sun. From all sides come the lisps and “zeeps” of migrating warblers. 
One catches a glimpse of the patterned Black-and-white Warbler spiralling up a tree trunk. 
There, through the lacey blossoms of a wild cherry, slips a redstart. On succeeding jaunts, the 
female and male are seen at the same spot. Perhaps this tiny knight in blood-spattered black 
armour will raise a brood here.  
 
Now we hear the sharp “chee-beck” of a Least Flycatcher and catch a glimpse of this small 
edition of the Wood Peewee, whose plaintive call “pee-ah-wee” fills the nearby glade. 
Competing with monotonous regularity is the Red-eyed Vireo, whose song, some feel, entitles 
him to be described as “preacher bird.” The quiet muse is quickly broken as a Blue Jay flies 
over to investigate and screeches his discovery. Then the trim Crested Flycatcher queries the 
intruders with his “whir-rup” displaying boldly his sulphur-yellow breast and rufous tail, as he 
darts down toward the water for a Mayfly. At once, all is confusion as the red-wings sound 
their alarms and the killdeers start up, fanning their tail feathers in a splash of ochre. A Green 
Heron flaps up with a loud “aw-ak.”  
 
We do not stay here long, for soon we become aware of a robin-like song preceded by a sharp 
“peent.” Gladly we greet the Rose-breasted Grosbeak, whose black and white patches and 
oversized beak hardly prepare one for that glorious triangle of glowing rose on his breast.  

Waterworks Pond1 

by 
Fred Bender 

Fred Bender, 19464 
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This was the year of the Evening Grosbeak and so within the month four or five of these 
northern visitors still remained. In a favoured thicket, we came within a few feet of these heavy-
billed birds, looking rather forlorn in jaded yellow and black.  

 
Over the years, there have been many interesting visitors to the 
pond – the Pied-billed Grebe, the bittern, and just this year, a 
Black-bellied Plover. As the day waned, we saw one afternoon 
one lonely bird trying out his wings before he settled back in his 
reeds to await the long night’s flight further north. It was a 
surprise to see this gray and white bird with the large black bib, 
evidently too tired to be wary.  
 
Just across the busy street, associated with the Waterworks, 
stands a grove of drowning elms and a luxuriant growth of 
willows. The Scarlet Tanagers were there this Spring singing 
their song so much like the robin’s, but burred in quality. 
Adjoining this lies an acreage of stumps and tree skeletons with 
several pools whose mud margins attracted a number of shore 
birds; Spotted Sandpipers, Killdeers and the two sizes of loose-
jointed yellow-legs were there and also the largest, the Great 

Blue Heron and the smallest, several Least Sandpipers, could be seen. Once we saw a single-
ringed Semi-palmated Plover and a pair of Solitary Sandpipers keeping a nervous vigil.  
 
This May, the pond claimed the lives of two boys – a tragic accident enshrouded in mystery. 
The pond must share the blame and pay a penalty. But to many whose love of birds and beauty 
brought them to these thickets, this little Walden will not be forgotten. Perhaps the muted 
harmonies of the Veery, the clear melodies of the White-throated Sparrows will remain to 
enchant future generations. Possibly cardinal-infested underbrush and the tangle of wild 
cucumber, grape and raspberry will be allowed to remain to lure these bird visitors to the pond.  
 
1Article reprinted from The Heron, vol. 1, no. 4, August 1958, p. 6, Waterloo Region Nature fonds, Region of 
Waterloo Archives.  
 
2Houses were being built creating the new Lakeside neighbourhood.  
 
3The “we” here could very well be Willard Schaefer. Both Fred and Willard were members of the local naturalists 
club and often birded together. Some of Willard Schaefer’s notebooks – attained by Ken Dance – specifically 
mention going with Fred Bender to Waterworks Park. See Willard’s handwritten notes on the next page.  
 
4Black and white photo of Fred Bender extracted from a group photo titled “KWFN outing at James’ property in 
Freeport May 1946”, Waterloo Region Nature fonds, Region of Waterloo Archives.  
 
5Colour photo of Fred Bender extracted from a group photo titled “Rockwood Outing, 1962”, Waterloo Region 
Nature fonds, Region of Waterloo Archives.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Fred Bender, 19625 
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Notes Made by Willard Schaefer in 1957 
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Lakeside Park 

‘Snapshot in Time’ 

The 1978 Landscape 
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The colourful male rosy-red House Finch originated in 
California and adjacent states and was transported as a cage 
bird to New York. Subsequent release of House Finches in 
New York in 1940 resulted in a large urban population that has 
radiated out along the U.S. East Coast and into Ontario 
through the Niagara Frontier and the Kingston area.  
 
Written accounts of the spread through Ontario based on a 
review of 50 southern Ontario Christmas Bird Counts (CBC) 
found a total of 2 from the 50 CBCs in 1977 but, by 1987, the 
number was 7,496. Another study of CBC data found a 
dramatic downward trend in numbers in 1995 and 1996.  
 
Since House Finches can breed in their first year, sometimes nest within 1m of each other, and 
may be able to raise three broods of 4 or 5 young per brood, it is not surprising that the 
population size increased exponentially in new suitable habitats that were colonized.  
 
House Finches are susceptible to several pathogens which can reduce their numbers including: 
mycoplasmal conjunctivitis, avian pox, and West Nile virus. Conjunctivitis has been 
documented to cause declines in House Finch abundance by as much as 60%. In Niagara 
Region in 1998, 25-50% of House Finches were infected with conjunctivitis.  
 
The first recorded sighting in Lakeside Park appears to be 2 House Finches seen by  
Al Sandilands on December 23, 1984.  
 
Winter bird population studies 
involve repeated, complete 
counts of the numbers of each 
bird and species present in a 
defined study area during the 
winter period. At Lakeside 
Park, three researchers – Al 
Sandilands, Josh Shea and 
Ken Dance – have completed 
these counts during several 
years between December 1982 
and March 2019.  
 
This research yielded the 
density of all birds on the plot 
and the ability to calculate the density of an individual bird species. When the results from the 
11 years of study are graphed (see Figure 1) trends through time can be determined.  
 
Since our study interval overlapped with the time period during which the House Finch reached 
Waterloo Region, the Lakeside results are very interesting. 
 
 
 
 
 

Tracking the House Finch  
by 

Ken Dance 

House Finch  
Photo © Heather Bagg 
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During the 1920s, the Cooper’s Hawk would have been present as a breeding species in the 
Lakeside landscape. This hawk declined dramatically in Ontario during the 1950s due to 
spraying of DDT to kill insects. Cooper’s Hawk recovery began in the mid-1960s, but we did 
not see this bird regularly in the Lakeside neighbourhood until the 1980s.  
 
Now this species is seen routinely in Winter. It is the bullet that appears from nowhere –  
around the corner of the house or over the roof – as it bears down on smaller birds at the 
feeders. The photo shows an immature Cooper’s Hawk with a House Sparrow pinned to the 
branch on which the hawk is perched. Birds that escape into the centres of shrubs and hedges 
are not safe since this hawk reaches into the cover and yanks the prey out.  
 
Nesting was confirmed in this neighbourhood in June 2000 when Kevin Dance found a nest 
with 3 young in Concordia Park, just across Greenbrook Avenue from Lakeside Park. Kevin 
videotaped the young present in a nest which was close to a walking trail along the woodland.  
 
The Cooper’s Hawk should continue to be a year round resident at Lakeside since it benefits 
from the stable populations of prey birds present in the naturalized park habitat.  
 
 

An Iconic Predator 
by 

Ken Dance  

Immature Cooper’s Hawk with House Sparrow prey 
Photo © Mathew Dance  
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Fraser Gibson  

Educating for a Future 
Interview by Mary Ann Vanden Elzen 

Photos © Fraser Gibson 

 
You were a rural kid growing up on a farm. How did that contribute to your interest in 
the outdoors? 
Not having a TV until the age of 14, I spent a lot of time playing outdoors with siblings, cousins 
and neighbours. We had a creek nearby where we caught minnows, crayfish and clams in our 
hands or in cans. In the spring we would explore and fish a different section of the creek for 
chub and shiners and search for blackbird nests along its course.  
 
One of my first chores as a kid was to get the cows back to the barn for milking every evening. 
The treed back lane, fence rows and pastures along the way presented lots of opportunities to 
see different animals. Whether chipmunks, groundhogs, or praying mantis, I was interested. 
Playing outdoors and working in the fields exposed me to baby rabbits and raccoons, foxes, 
mice and frogs, bird and wasp nests, Snapping Turtles and snakes. I grew up seeing a variety of 
wildlife and gained a healthy respect for them. Neither of my parents had time to pursue a 
hobby in nature but they did guide me to respect life and care for wild creatures. 
 
When did you first get interested in birds? Describe an early experience. 
As long as I can remember I had a general interest in wildlife. Around the age of ten, though, 
bird eggs became a focus. It was their attractive colours, interesting designs and miniature size 
that drew me. I enjoyed climbing trees and puddling along the creek in search of them.  
 
I garnered a small collection of 8 to 10 types. They were saved in an old Christmas card box 
divided into small sections by strips of box board. To preserve the eggs they had to be 
punctured with a pin at each end and then placed to the lips to blow the yolk and white out.  

 
 
 

“Just being surrounded by nature ultimately soothes, 
relaxes and refreshes my mind, body and soul.”  
     - Fraser Gibson 
 
Fraser’s curiosity and delight in nature began as a 
child and has remained a core part of his being to this 
day. It has shaped his leisure, his career, his civic 
involvements, his volunteer activities. He is a well-
known figure in the naturalists’ community – both 
locally and provincially – sharing his extensive and 
always growing knowledge and expertise. As a 
member of Waterloo Region Nature, Fraser often 
volunteers to lead outings exploring local natural areas 
for their ferns, trees, birds, wildflowers, wetland life 
and whatever’s under that decaying log.  



My parents wouldn’t allow me to take eggs from “good birds” such as robins. A pale blue 
starling egg was allowed and easily available because they always built a nest in our large 
mailbox. My collection also included eggs of the House Sparrow, Grackle, pigeon and Red-
winged Blackbird. I remember finding a well-hidden ground nest near a large elm containing 
four brilliant turquoise eggs. I asked my dad what it could be. A thrush, he surmised. Well, 
those eggs stayed in the nest! Back then, Bobolinks were common but I was never able to find 
their nests. Killdeers, another “good bird”, used their amazing distraction display to draw us 
away from their wonderfully camouflaged nest with four spotted, pointy eggs. Those, too, I 
left untouched; there were no baby birds cuter than their precocious young. When I was a 
little older I gave my collection to a younger cousin. I wonder to this day why I did! 

 
Describe a ‘first’ you experienced at Lakeside. 
 
On May 2, 2019, I had almost completed a clockwise loop of Shoemaker Pond. Just steps 
from my car at the small parking lot, a brown bird with a yellow beak ran from the thick grass 
cover, right across the muddy path, 2m in front of me, and disappeared into the cat-tailed 
shoreline. It vanished in a flash. I was shocked at what I thought I’d seen. A Sora? Could it 
be?  
 
Soras are 8-10” long and look like a small, slim chicken. They spend the majority of their 
time skulking about amongst cattail stalks so I was surprised it had run across the path in front 
of me. I was certain it wouldn’t come out especially now that it knew I was there, so I could 
not confirm its identity. Reluctantly, I began to leave. Just then I heard the sound, the 
characteristic whinny-like call coming from the cattails. My suspicions were confirmed. A 
Sora at Shoemaker Pond! A real surprise to me. 

 
What is it about Lakeside Park that keeps you coming back? 
 
I return to Lakeside for several reasons. Because 
of its multiple habitats it attracts a wide range of 
birds. The large pond brings a good variety of 
herons, waterfowl, swallows and other water 
loving birds. The accessible edge habitat on the 
west side is sunlit early in the morning. The 
warmth arouses the insects providing excellent 
early morning feeding for birds. The good light 
and low shrubbery make it a superb spot for 
watching migrating spring warblers. They stay 
closer to the ground here so watching them is 
much easier on the neck! 
 
The wetland and thickets on the north edge 
provide habitat for another group of birds 
including sparrows and catbirds. The tall trees 
and thick undergrowth on the east side seem to 
attract orioles and grosbeaks. Some warblers, too. 
 
And it’s close to home, so when time is limited it’s an excellent choice. I’ve often been 
surprised by what I see. Over the years I’ve observed 100 species of birds at Lakeside 
including 22 species of warblers. 
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Gray catbird skulking in the shrubs at Lakeside 
Park.  

Photo © Scott Atkinson 



What stands out as the most memorable experience you’ve had at Lakeside? 
 
Lakeside stands out as one of my favourite places to visit during the spring migration of    
warblers. On May 17, 2019, just after 7:00 a.m., I was walking along the west side of       
Shoemaker Pond looking for movement and listening for warbler song. Ahead, I noticed 
another observer peering through his binoculars into a tree at the edge of the paved path. I 
decided to join him. A large coniferous tree was flitting with action as birds came and went.  
 
But this was unusual. There were so many different kinds of warblers and they were all, for 
some reason, favouring this tree to glean their food. I stood in the same basic spot for over an 
hour, sometimes looking in other directions but always coming back to focus on the action in 
this one tree. 
 
There were bright flashes of orange, yellow, and chestnut in sharp contrast with black and 
white. That morning, in a round trip walk of only 200 metres, I recorded 30 species of birds 
and stayed put at basically one spot for 1 hour and 19 minutes! In that time I documented 14 
species of warbler with multiple sightings of many of them. The following is a list of warblers 
I saw there that morning: Black-and-white Warblers, Tennessee Warblers, Nashville Warblers, 
American Redstarts, Cape May Warblers, a Northern Parula, a Magnolia Warbler, Bay-
breasted Warblers, Blackburnian Warblers, Yellow Warblers, Chestnut-sided Warblers, a 
Blackpoll Warbler, Yellow-rumped Warblers and Black-throated Green Warblers. 
 
I could not believe my luck. I had chosen the right day and time to be at Lakeside. An hour 
later or a different day would have been much less rewarding! 
 
For the past century, Lakeside Park has been a much visited spot for local naturalists, 
especially birders. As a person well connected to the naturalists’ community, why do you 
suppose that is? 
 
Likely for the same reasons I use it today. Lakeside is a haven for nature in our city. Being not 
too distant from the city centre it has been within easy reach for interested naturalists for many 
years. Even as the advent of cars has made distant destinations readily accessible, our growing 
population and interest in birding and photography keep citizens coming back to Lakeside. 
The large pond is a magnet for a wide variety of birds and the surrounding trees and shrubs 
provide good cover for many more. The open areas, wild flowers and the new pollinator 
meadow all support butterflies and insects which are also of interest to naturalists and 
photographers. 
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What do you think birding will be like at Lakeside Park in 100 years from now? 
 
I sincerely hope that birding and other passive nature-related activities continue to be popular at 
Lakeside in 2120. If this is to happen humans will need to do a number of things wisely. 
Unfortunately, a Cornell Lab of Ornithology team of international scientists recently concluded 
that in the last 50 years, one in four birds in North America have disappeared! Major concerns 
are habitat loss and pesticide use. The habitat enhancements made at Lakeside are a welcome 
improvement and should aid populations of birds, turtles and pollinators. The water quality of 
Shoemaker Pond cannot be allowed to deteriorate with additional salt runoff and pollutants 
from nearby residential roads. Its shoreline must remain unmanicured and the surrounding area 
be kept as natural as possible. I hope the area to the east of the pond does not become an 
extension of Homer Watson, that the rubble is removed, and some habitat enhancing plantings 
are done. Cat owners can help immensely by keeping their pets indoors. This is a very 
important step toward protecting adult birds and their inexperienced offspring. 
 
I am optimistic that many of these things can be accomplished by dedicated citizens and an 
environmentally conscious city. I am hopeful that Lakeside Park will still be an oasis for 
colourful, healthy migrating birds even 100 years in the future.  
 

 
 
 

House Wren building a nest in a nest box 
placed at Lakeside Park.  
Photo © Scott Atkinson 
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Magnificent May Migration 
by 

Ken Dance 

Male Black-throated Blue Warbler 
Photo © Mathew Dance  

When the warm May breezes are blowing from the south or after a Spring rain, birders and 
wildlife photographers flock to Lakeside Park to search out the variety of recent bird migrants 
that have arrived. Over two dozen species of warblers have been recorded here over the years. It 
is not uncommon to find 10 to 15 warbler species present on a single morning.  
 
Many of these warblers have migrated from wintering grounds in South or Central America. 
The males are brilliantly colored and the plumage of the females may be different enough from 
the males to make identification a pleasant challenge.  
 
Most of the warbler species stop at Lakeside to refuel on insect prey before they resume their 
journey to the Boreal Forest. Adult aquatic insects such as midge flies are an important source 
of protein for the hungry avian travelers.  
 
In addition to the warblers, careful observers can spy considerable numbers of flycatchers, 
swallows, sparrows, orioles, grosbeaks and tanagers at Lakeside during Spring migration.  
 
Early in Spring, before leaves emerge, it is easier to spot and observe these birds. But some 
years, the migrants don’t move north in large numbers until insect food is available in suitable 
quantities, and this may not be until leaves have emerged. 
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The Autumn migration at Lakeside can also be exciting. That’s when large numbers of bright 
rusty Fox Sparrows, or White-crowned and White-throated Sparrows and several thrush 
species stop on their southern migrations.  
 
A quiet, careful walk through Lakeside Park in any season is usually rewarded with glimpses 
of a considerable variety of birds. 

Wilson’s Warbler (left) and Bay-breasted Warbler (right) 
Photos © Mathew Dance  
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Want an armchair view of foreign lands, faraway cultures and exotic birds? I recommend you 
attend a presentation by Heather Bagg. Heather has a passion for birds, a love of travel, and an 
interest in photography. These she combines to make fascinating audio-visual presentations to 
local audiences. The three I attended took me to Borneo, Madagascar and Papua New Guinea – 
and that’s just a small sampling of her many travels. Yet, she keeps coming back to Lakeside 
(All the photos, except one, were taken there.) So, what’s the attraction at Lakeside Park? I 
asked her this, and more… 

 
Children’s books and Red Rose tea cards: both set the course for 
your life of birding and travel.  
Yes, my mother was a great advocate for reading so there were always 
books in the house or a library to visit. Combine that with fond memories 
of things from afar such as those portrayed in National Geographic, in 
Red Rose Tea cards with African wildlife or tropical bird themes, or in 
the book of British birds my grandmother gave me. All these developed a 
great desire to explore the exciting world out there.  
 
Besides your mother and grandmother, were there other special 
persons influencing this path?   
Dennis Rupert was inspirational and a very knowledgeable birder. He 
founded our local nature group back home in Sarnia, led field trips, and 
often gave photo presentations at meetings. My dad, too, played his role. 
He grew up on a farm appreciating the outdoors. I’d eagerly grab his   
well-worn binoculars, jump into the car, and we’d head out to enjoy 
nature habitats together.  

 
How and when did you find out about Lakeside Park?   
When I moved to this area, my neighbour, a birder and now good friend, 
probably introduced Lakeside to me.   
 

That first time there, what was your impression of it?   
I don’t actually remember that very first time. I do know that 
when I started birding there, I would excitedly call up my friend 
and tell her about a Brown Creeper I’d seen, a Pewee I’d heard, 
and other sightings of the morning, and so she’d be eager to join 
me.  
 
For you, why is Lakeside Park an appealing place?   
So many reasons! Lakeside has a water attraction, one of the 
biggest in the area. Plus numerous other habitats – deciduous 
forest, marsh, conifers, open areas – all great for birding. 
Beautiful butterflies, too. It’s close to home and small enough to 
see in its entirety within a short span of time. The park draws 
warblers and new birds and wildlife each time one visits. I have 
certain favourite spots where the way the light hits the trees and 
the concentration of wildlife makes them special. 
 
 

Heather Bagg 

Small Park, Big World 
Interview by Mary Ann Vanden Elzen 

Photos © Heather Bagg 

Heather on Australia’s 
Great Barrier Reef 

viewing a colony of 
Noddies 

Brown Creeper 
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What is the ‘best’ bird you’ve seen at Lakeside? Describe that 
incident.   
I was in my special spot along with another person. We saw a 
Connecticut Warbler. It’s one of the scarcer warbler migrants, and 
tricky to identify because it’s similar to other warbler species 
especially in the fall. We watched the bird and got some good 
photos. Having it confirmed by an expert birder made it all the 
more exciting.   

 

Having a loon hang out for a week is pretty incredible, too. Who 
knew in the heart of the city we could see a loon, and, amazingly, 
one that didn’t get scared off!   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Yellow-rumped Warbler 

Connecticut Warbler 

Common Loon 
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At Lakeside, what has been your biggest surprise? 
Lakeside Park holds many surprises! How is a tiny park in the heart of the city able to house 
such a large quantity of deer? Where does a beaver come from to get to there? Does it trek up 
Homer Watson in the middle of the night? Someone said they had the only known photo of a 
Fiery Skipper butterfly in Waterloo Region. I have one, too; mine was taken at Lakeside!  
I also spotted a Savannah Sparrow on the laneway. How odd! It’s normally seen in the 
countryside. A Solitary Sandpiper was in a puddle by the parking lot. Again, a bit out of place.   
 
 
Why do you care so much about Lakeside 
Park?   
I appreciate habitats for wildlife. The wilder it can 
be kept, the better the odds wildlife will come and 
stay. Being so close and handy, my wish is to keep 
it as natural and protected as possible so it can 
continue to provide many smiles and treats to all 
who visit for its nature.  Lakeside, though, has to 
have its balance as it’s a park in the city as 
opposed to an untouched habitat in a rural or 
remote area, so its needs and priorities are 
different.   
 
In your view, what is the single most important 
action a person could take which would be of 
benefit to birds?   
Protecting habitat. Yes, we North Americans can 
be just as guilty as other countries doing slash and 
burn as evidenced by recent proposals to allow 
more development and tree cutting under Ontario’s 
new Endangered Species Act. Even locally, I am 
saddened when I see key habitats disappearing or being encroached upon. Solutions might not 
be found for all situations, but the first step is to educate people and give them opportunities to 
appreciate nature so they can then want to save it.  
 
A hundred years from now, what will birding be like at Lakeside Park, do you think?   
Well, that’s a thought-provoking question. I think more bird species are on the decline than 
increasing, so we can only wish for the next generation to become more conscious of the need 
to save our planet. Given human population increases and land pressures for housing and 
industry in our area, who knows if it will still be a park in 100 years. We can only hope so as 
it is truly a ‘Jewel of the City’. 
 
Any final thoughts? 
Having grown up mostly without computers and where family and society had perhaps a 
different emphasis on life, I hope more people today can appreciate outdoor spaces like the 
magic of Lakeside, and that we improve our relationships between people and living things so 
the world can be a better place.   

Savannah Sparrow 
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Lakeside Park 

‘Snapshot in Time’ 

Lakeside in 2021 

Area naturalizing and planted with 
shrubs and wildflowers. Less lawn, more 
habitat. 
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I am continually fascinated and always amazed by the adaptability of nature as it reacts to and 
re-organizes around change. Some of these changes are natural, for example, when major 
storms happen or as new species emerge during natural succession. Other changes are directly 
associated with human activities and urban development. In Canada, where 80% of people now 
live in cities, the changing nature of nature in our cities is becoming a topic of great importance 
and interest. If one couples the process of urbanization with that of climate change and the 
continued proliferation of exotic invasive species, the natural world as we know it is not only 
quite different than what we experienced historically but will be very different for our future 
generations.  
 
As an urban ecologist, like many others in my profession, I have become keenly interested in 
the study and management of novel ecosystems. These are, as their name implies, new types of 
ecosystems that have arisen directly as a result of disturbances from humans and are comprised 
mainly of non-native or exotic species. The fascinating aspect of these emerging and often 
urban ecosystems is they continue to function and provide critical ecological services, despite 
the presence of exotic species. These systems also represent a picture into the future of urban 
ecology and our ecological future.  
 
A closer look at past conditions of a site can help with decisions on how to select and 
implement management decisions which drive and influence the future condition for a location. 
The most common question is whether we can reverse changes and restore habitats (or an entire 
park) to a previous state or condition, or if changes are too large, or there are too many barriers 
to change.  
 
In urban areas, many ecosystems have experienced such high levels of degradation or are under 
the influence of multiple change agents such as habitat alterations, invasive species, 
disappearance of pollinators and loss of seed source/dispersal mechanisms that managing 
towards a state of historical or natural variability, especially without further human impact, is 
unlikely to be an achievable target. Instead, managers must strive to develop management 
strategies that accept humans as the major driver of ecological change and implement projects 
and management/intervention techniques that are adaptive to various scenarios of degradation.  
 
Prior to 1955, Lakeside Park was mainly farmland including an active sand quarry from 1920 - 
1960. Around 1989, grass cutting was reduced in the park and natural succession of the adjacent 
forest and meadow communities took place.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Lakeside Park 

The Changing Nature of Nature in the City  
by  

Josh Shea 



A considerable amount of data has been collected historically at Lakeside Park in terms of 
biological inventories and assessments (plants, birds, amphibians, fish, etc.) which provides 
significant opportunity to do comparative analysis of historic vs. contemporary conditions and 
essentially decide on the future direction and a management strategy (or strategies). 

 
From a plant perspective, data collected from 1973 compared to recent data collected by Dance 
Environmental in 2013 (i.e., collected to support the Lakeside Park Management Plan) shows 
that species richness increased mainly due to 
an increase in non-native species.  
 
The fish community provides insight into the 
presence of many of the birds found at 
Lakeside. The goldfish has been present since 
at least the late 1980s and it continues to attract 
various birds to date including the Regionally 
Significant Pied-billed Grebe which was 
observed to be nesting at Lakeside Park in 
2013. 
 
Overall there was a small increase in the 
number of breeding birds observed in 
Lakeside Park in 2013 vs. 1973 with the 
presence of more urban adapted and generalist 
species. 
 
The breeding bird records are also indicative of forest succession where open shrubby habitats 
have been overtaken by more closed forest canopies. Although there has been a slight numerical 
increase in breeding birds, this increase has been at the expense of species which favour 
specialized habitat features. The increase in breeding pairs from 26 pairs (1986 survey record) 
to 29 pairs includes more species considered to be habitat generalist and tolerant to using 
smaller habitats and more than one habitat of differing suitability. Species such as the wetland 
breeding bird Sora Rail, grassland species Brown Thrasher, and open habitat species Yellow 
Warbler, have disappeared while species such as House Finch, Canada Goose and Chipping 
Sparrow have moved in. The Pied-billed Grebe and Blue-gray Gnatcatcher are newly arrived 
and are the only Regionally Significant bird species found breeding at Lakeside Park.  
 
The breeding bird results – specifically, their functional guilds – can also be interpreted to 
determine functionality of the ecosystem. The existing plant communities (both native and non-
native) provide the necessary habitat features for a variety of breeding bird species including 
those belonging to several different functional feeding guilds (e.g., seed eaters, frugivores, 
insectivores, omnivores and carnivores) and nesting guilds (e.g., upper and lower canopy, 
shoreline, tree cavity). Management of this hybrid forest ecosystem, which has retained parts of 
its historic composition, is focused on preventing further system changes by controlling the 
most aggressive non-native invaders which are considered to be one of the major drivers of 
ecosystem change. 
 
 
 

Adult Pied-billed Grebe (left) with young of year 
(right) feeding on goldfish.  

Photo © Luanne Hickey 
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Lakeside Park, like many other urban natural areas, is disturbed ecologically and influenced by 
humans both positively and negatively. This park has changed significantly over time and will 
continue to change and evolve into the future. It is not a purely natural ecosystem (i.e., 
dominated by native species, intact ecosystems and undisturbed ecological functions and 
processes). Nor is it an entirely novel or new type of ecosystem (dominated by non-native 
species and on an altered trajectory). Lakeside is somewhere in the middle. It is a hybrid system 
where a mix of native and non-native species interacts in a shared space and functions 
ecologically to sustain and provide essential ecosystem services and benefits to the human and 
non-human community.   

 
Our ability to reverse and manage ecosystem changes and eliminate 
non-native species would be an extremely costly and lengthy process 
and may not end up providing more benefit in the long run. Using 
Shoemaker Pond as an example, on a spring, summer or fall day, one 
can observe Great Blue Herons, Green Herons, Great Egrets, 
cormorants, Belted Kingfishers, Ospreys and Pied-billed Grebes. 
These species all use Lakeside Park and specifically Shoemaker Pond 
for the same reason – the presence and abundance of exotic goldfish 
and Common Carp. These fish species, unlike some of the native 
species of fish (i.e., bass, pike), can survive in the low quality water 
conditions in the pond. The question is: Should the fish be removed 
because they don’t belong and are of exotic origin? Their removal 
and eradication would be costly and there are no guarantees that new 
goldfish won’t appear. There is also no certainty that restored 
populations of native fish species would be able to survive in the 
turbid and salt-polluted water. In this example, ecosystem function 
and species diversity is in an okay condition and likely more 

appropriate at this time and in this location under these particular circumstances than one that 
we could attempt to re-create or restore. Although accepting this outcome would be a trade-off 
that would need to be accepted socially by the community it does suggest how ecosystems that 
are disturbed and impacted by people can and will continue to function.  
 
It is scenarios and decisions like those at Lakeside that are fueling debates in modern ecological 
management. In our future world, sometimes we may not have as much choice in management 
options, and restoration isn't a practical option for reversing damages and changing undesirable 
conditions. Instead, considerations about whether a species is native or non-native will become 
moot and decisions will be focused more on ecosystem function, especially when these 
ecosystems cycle nutrients, fix carbon and provide habitat for plants and animals.  
 
Throughout this special edition of the Lakeside newsletter there have been many records and 
datasets of bird species, anecdotal observations and personal stories of how the bird community 
has changed over a 100 year period. With these changes there have been a few things which 
have become evident. First, nature is adaptable and the bird species continue to evolve along 
with associated ecosystem changes. Unfortunately, some species are no longer observed but 
new species continue to move in. Secondly, the human community is a constant variable in this 
picture and has been for as long as records show. People will continue to enjoy and appreciate 
birds in the City and at Lakeside Park specifically. By utilizing the human/social potential and 
through active stewardship we can hopefully continue to manage the park in a way that attracts 
more species than were found historically and ensure Lakeside remains a favourable habitat for 
birds and an attractive and enjoyable spot for bird watchers. 
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Great Blue Heron eating a goldfish 
from Shoemaker Pond.  
Photo © Scott Atkinson 


